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Abstract— Although substantial progresses have been made
in building prosthetic hands, lack of mechanical robustness
still restrains wide adoption of robotic hand prostheses. This
paper presents the design and evaluation of the MERO hand,
which is a MEchanically RObust anthropomorphic prosthetic
hand using novel COmpliant Rolling-contact Element (CORE)
joints. The proposed CORE joint, which has a simple structure, exhibits compliance in multiple directions. Its structural
parameters were designed, to form underactuated finger designs
that can perform adaptive finger motion during grasping.
Experiments showed that the hand could withstand severe
disarticulation and violent impact. The hand could perform
various adaptive grasps and also in-hand manipulation, suggesting that the proposed design might be a viable solution for
robust prosthetic hand.

I. INTRODUCTION
Substantial progresses have been made in building anthropomorphic prosthetic hands in the past two decades,
using emerging technologies. Currently there are several
anthropomorphic hands available in the market, for example
the Bebionic Hand (Ottobock GmbH.), the i-Limb Hand
(Touch Bionics Ltd.) and the Brunel Hand (Openbionics
Ltd.). Research results were also obtained in academia,
including the prosthetic hands presented in [1]–[7].
However, prosthetic hands are still under rejection. One of
the major reason could be the lack of mechanical robustness
[8], [9]. It was reported in [10] that repeated mechanical
failure and the high cost of repair and replacement are the
major reasons of abandonment of upper-limb prostheses. In
particular, workers in labor-intensive or outdoor occupations
do not frequently use robotic prostheses, since these hands
are susceptible to damage during working [11].
Strong structure and rigid transmission can be adopted to
achieve a robust design. For example, the HERI II hand
designed for humanoid robot is robust and adaptive to
impacts when interacting with the objects and environment
[12]. However, bulky rigid parts may increase the weight
of a hand, making it not suitable for prosthetic application.
Moreover, the approach of increasing rigidity does not coincide with the distinguishing feature of human hand, which
is inherently compliant.
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Inspired by human hand, compliance has been introduced
to robotic hands (mainly to the fingers) in different manners,
to improve the robustness of prosthetic hands by absorbing
external impact.
Compliance can be introduced to the actuation of fingers.
The hand of the DLR Hand Arm System [13], with spring
mechanism connected to every tendon, allows the fingers
to absorb impact. Compliant link made from steel layers,
introduced to the hand in [14], enables the fingers to be
compliant to lateral forces.
Compliance can be also achieved by finger joints. Flexure
joints made from elastic polymer (e.g., polyurethane) were
used in the SDM hand [15], the iHY hand [16] and the hand
in [1], while a spring-based compliant joint was adopted in
the UB Hand 3 design [17]. The PISA/IIT SoftHand [18]
and the SoftHand Pro-H [6], using sophisticated COmpliant Rolling-contact Elements (CORE) joint, are particularly
interesting to our design.
Soft structure and continuum structure were also attempted, since they allow large deformation under external load.
Spring-based continuum finger was used in robotic hand
designs in [19], [20], while soft fingers driven by compliant
linkage mechanism [14], by pneumatic [21]–[23] and hydraulic power [24] were also proposed. Although robustness
was enhanced by soft or continuum mechanisms, concerns
may still stem from the increased structural complexity and
inadequate grasp force.

Fig. 1.

The developed MERO hand

After evaluating factors such as complexity, weight and
cost of different solutions, this paper presents the MERO
hand, which is a MEchanically RObust anthropomorphic
prosthetic hand using novel CORE joint, as shown in Fig. 1.
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The proposed CORE joint, which has a simple structure
fabricated by uncomplicated process, exhibits notable compliance in multiple directions. The kinematics of the joint
was modeled and verified.
The fingers of the MERO hand can resist various disarticulation (e.g., backward bend, sideway bend, twist and
dislocation), benefiting from serially connected CORE joints.
Experiments verified that the hand can perform various
grasps and also in-hand manipulation. Tests were conducted
to show that the hand can tolerate severe disarticulation and
violent impact, demonstrating the robustness of the design.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, introduction and modeling of the novel CORE joint are presented.
Section III describes the design details of the MERO hand.
Experimental characterizations are reported in Section IV
with the conclusions and future directions summarized in
Section V.

[27]and the CORE joint used in the PISA/IIT SoftHand [18]
and the SoftHand Pro-H [6].
This paper proposes a novel CORE joint, as shown in
Fig. 2, which achieves multi-directional compliance using a
straightforward structure. The joint consists of a base link,
a distal link, two ligaments and a tendon, as shown in Fig.
2(a). The ligaments, made of elastic strings, are attached to
the base link and the distal link. The tendon, which is also
elastic, is anchored to the distal link and threaded through the
hole of the base link. At the extended configuration shown
in Fig. 2(a), two facets of the links were held together by
the elastic ligaments.
By pulling the tendon, the distal link is actuated and rolled
on the cylindrical surface of the base link, as shown in Fig.
2(b). Once the tendon is released, the elastic ligaments return
the distal link to the extended position, similar to a torsional
spring in a conventional pin joint. The elastic tendon and
ligaments bring the joint multi-directional compliance, by
allowing various disarticulation, including backward bend,
sideway bend, twist and dislocation, as shown in Fig. 2(b) –
(e), respectively.
The CORE joints in [27] use several intersected flexible
metal bands or ribbons as elastic elements. Due to high
elastic modulus of the metal bands or ribbons, the joint
might be too stiff to allow large undesired deformation.
The PISA/IIT SoftHand [18] and the SoftHand Pro-H [6]
use elastic strings to hold phalanges together, which tolerate
larger deformation of the finger joints.
The structure of the proposed CORE joint was largely
simplified and unnecessary features was removed, compare to
the CORE joints of the PISA/IIT SoftHand and the SoftHand
Pro-H. For example, the CORE joint of the Pisa/IIT hand
has a mechanical limit that stops the joint at the extended
position, while the CORE joint in this research has two
facets held together by the ligaments that ensures extend
configuration of the joint.
In this research, the tendons and ligaments were made
from low-cost elastic string, which is originally for clothing
industry. It composed of rubber strands forming a core,
wrapped in polypropylene braided covering. The stiffness of
the string was observed highly non-linear from experiments.
Therefore, we assume the tension t of a stretched string
segment is give by a non-linear function as:
t = T (l0 , ∆l)

Fig. 2. The proposed CORE joint: (a) extended configuration, (b) bend
configuration, (c) backward bend,(c) sideway bend,(c) twist,(c) dislocation,
and (g) modeling of the joint

II. THE C OMPLIANT ROLLING C ONTACT JOINT
COmpliant Rolling-contact Elements (CORE) [25] consists of a pair of surfaces in rolling contact with each other,
with elastic elements holding them together. Several CORE
joints were proposed, including the joints patented in [26],

(1)

where l0 and ∆l is the free length and the elongation of the
string segment, respectively.
The modeling of the joint is illustrated in Fig. 2(g). As an
actuation force f is pulling the tendon, the distal link rotates
an angle θ .
The tension on the tendon and the ligaments between the
two links is denoted by fT and fL , respectively. They are
subject to:
fT kCAk = fL kCBk
(2)
Force arms kCAk and kCBk in (2) can be calculated by:
θ
kCAk = kO1 A1 k sin(α − )
(3)
2
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θ
)
(4)
2
where kO1 A1 k, α and kO1 B1 k, β gives the positions at which
the tendon and the ligament thread out of the base link,
respectively.
Because of friction, f and fT are related as:
kCBk = kO1 B1 k sin(β +

θ
θ
(5)
f = fT cos( ) + µ fT sin( )
2
2
where µ is the friction coefficient between the string and
the rigid link. Here the friction is assumed centralized at the
point where the string thread out of the link.
Similarly, fL1 , which is the tension on the ligament segment inside the base link, is related to fL by:
θ
θ
fL cos( ) = fL1 + µ fL sin( )
2
2
The tension fL1 can be calculated by:

The idea is of using coordinated motions inspired by the
human hand for robotic applications that is demonstrated to
be the keystone towards smart hands simple to build and
control while retaining much of the human hand functionality
and skills [28]. In general, the use of synergies creates a valid
alternative that overcomes the limits of model-based methods
for control and full-actuation trends for design [29]–[31].

(6)

lp
l0
fL1 = 2T ( ,kB1 Bk + )
(7)
2
2
where l0 and l p is the free length and the preload of the
ligament, respectively. kB1 Bk is the length increment of the
ligament compare to the extended configuration of the joint,
which is given by:
θ
)
(8)
2
where r is the radius of the cylindrical surface.
Therefore, given a actuation force f , joint angle θ can be
solved by (1) – (8). Or vise versa, given a joint angle θ ,
actuation force f can be calculated use the same equations.
kB1 Bk = r −kO1 B1 k cos(β +

III. DESIGN DESCRIPTIONS OF THE MERO HAND
The MERO hand has an anthropomorphic appearance in
a size of human hand, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3(a). The
length of the hand (from the tip of the middle finger to the
wrist) is 220mm, while the width of the palm is 80mm. The
total weight of the hand is 336g, without control electronics
and power supply.
This section presents design descriptions of the MERO
hand. The actuation strategy is summarized in Section III.A
and the finger design based on the CORE joint is presented
in Section III.B.
A. Actuation Strategy
The MERO hand has 16 joints in total. Each finger has
three flexion/extension joints made from the proposed CORE
joint, while the thumb has one additional pin joint for thumb
rotation. Letters T and I before the underscore indicate
the joints for the thumb and the index finger respectively,
as shown in Fig. 3. Abbreviations of rot, abd, mcp, ip,
pip and dip indicate the rotation joint, the abduction joint,
the metacarpophalangeal joint, the interphalangeal joint, the
proximal and the distal interphalangeal joint respectively.
Three CORE joints of each finger (e.g., T abd, T mcp and
T ip joint of the thumb) are driven by one elastic tendon, to
form a underactuated design.

Fig. 3.

Design of the MERO hand: (a) finger joints and (b) actuation

The flexion of all fingers were decided to be driven by one
motor, as evidence showed strong coupling between flexion
of all fingers [32]. Since the driving tendons are elastic, the
fingers can adapt to grasped object therefore adaptive hand
configuration can be formed.
Underatuation based on compliant transmission have been
used in robotic hand designs, for example in the TBM hand
[33] and the Michlangelo Hand (Ottobock GmbH.). The
MERO hand adopted a simpler design, as shown in Fig.
3(b). The finger flexion tendons start from fingertips and
thread through joints and pulleys, then wind on the Capstan1 mounted on the Motor-1 (Maxon DCX16s 4.5W with
101.2:1 gearbox). Therefore, no additional mechanism (e.g.,
pulleys or linkages in differential mechanisms) is needed.
The MERO hand is expected to have better robustness,
benefiting from its structural simplicity.
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The rotation of the thumb is designed to be independently
driven by the second motor. Studies on fully actuated robotic
hands demonstrate that thumb adduction/abduction motion
depends especially from the third synergy that is responsible
of successful precision grasps [34]–[37]. Considering the
important role of the thumb on grasp stability, in particular
for the opposition role, we decided to use the second motor
for adduction/abduction thumb motion. This motor can rotate
the thumb during the grasp by creating synergies with
the closure movement, thus providing internal manipulation
capabilities. Although single-actuator hands (e.g. the Pisa/IIT
hand [18] and the SoftHand Pro-H hand [6]) could perform
various grasps, independent rotation of the thumb can further
enhance grasp versatility. For example, the MERO hand
could grasp a credit card using the thumb and the lateral
of the index finger, which is usually refer to as lateral grasp.
Some robotic hands adopted passive thumb rotation design. For example, the thumb of the commercial Bebionic
V3 Hand and the hand in [3] can be manually configured
to different positions. However, a motorized rotation joint
offers the possibility of in-hand manipulation. Fig. 4 shows
a example of manipulating a cylinder using three fingers. The
hand grasps a cylinder by tripod pinch. By only driving the
thumb rotation joint, the cylinder can be rotated.
During this manipulation, the contact of the fingers and
the object is maintained by the elastic strings and no special
control strategy or tactile/position feedback is required. The
compliant transmission alleviates the need of complicated
mechantronic design and coordinated control of multiple
finger joints. Furthermore, the Motor-2 (ES08A II Servo
Motor from Yinyan, Co. Ltd., China) costs less than three
Euros. It weighs only 12g, which is only 3.6% of the total
weight of the MERO hand.

Fig. 4.

The schematic of the MERO hand manipulating a cup

1 via a L298N motor driver and controls the Motor-2 directly.

Fig. 5.

Schematic of the control and actuation hardware

B. Finger Design based on the CORE Joint
The MERO hand has five fingers with similar finger
design, as each finger has three serially connected CORE
joints driven by one elastic tendon.
Take the index finger as an example, the I mcp, I pip and
I dip joints are driven by one elastic tendon, as shown in
Fig. 6(a). When the driving tendon is pulled, the three joints
flex at the same time.

Fig. 6. The index finger based on the CORE joints: (a) schematic and (b)
simulated joint angles

As shown in Fig. 3, the tendon for the thumb flexion
is routed around the thumb rotation shaft, while the T rot
joint is independently driven by the Motor-2. The same
elastic string was used to couple the Capstan-2 and the
Capstan-3, which is mounted on the Motor-2 and the thumb,
respectively. Therefore, the T rot joint is also compliant, due
to the elastic transmission.
The control and actuation hardware using commercially
available electronic components was designed as shown in
Fig. 5. An Arduino UNO as a controller receives control
commands from a PC via its serial port. It controls the Motor-

It is preferable that the I mcp joint rotates faster than the
I pip and the I dip joint, therefore the proximal phalange
will encounters an object first during power grasp. Then
continuing to pull the tendon will close the I pip and I dip
joints, thus conforming finger configuration can be formed.
The parameters listed in Table I were chosen, considering
the constraints from anthropomorphic appearance. Using the
modeling presented in Section II, the angle of each finger
joint was calculated and plotted in Fig. 6. Elastic string with
a diameter of φ 2 mm was chosen for the CORE joint. The
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TABLE I
S TRUCTURAL PARAMETERS OF THE F INGER J OINTS

TABLE II
S TRUCTURE PARAMETERS OF A S INGLE CORE J OINT

kOB1 k = 5.4 mm

β = 0.38 rad
r = 5 mm

α = 1.85 rad
β = 0.38 rad

Thumb
abd
mcp
ip
α
1.94 rad
1.89 rad
1.63 rad
kOA1 k
17.1 mm
10.1 mm
7.5 mm
Fingers (except the thumb)
mcp
pip
dip
α
1.93 rad
1.74 rad
1.4 rad
kOA1 k
12.3 mm
8.6 mm
6.1 mm
Tendon stiffness
∆l 3
∆l 2
∆l
4
T (l0 , ∆l) = 9.6( ∆l
l ) + 6.4( l ) − 20( l ) + 11.26 l + 0.39
0

0

0

0

tension of the string under different elongation was measured
then a fourth-order polynomial regression of the measured
results was adopted, as listed in Table I.
As indicated by the figure, the I mcp joint flexes faster than
the I pip and the I dip joint and it reaches its joint limit (π/2)
earlier than the I pip and I dip joint. This feature ensures the
fingers adaptively wrap around an object in power grasp.

kOA1 k = 10.4 mm
kOB1 k = 5.4 mm

l0 = 70 mm
l p = 15 mm

µ = 0.25
r = 5 mm

The joint kinematics was characterized, using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 7(a). Two markers were attached
to the base link and the distal link. An optical tracker
(MicronTracker SX60, Claron Technology Inc.) was used to
measure the positions and orientations of the markers. Then
the orientation of the distal link with respect to the base link
can be calculated. The weight hanging on the tendon was
increased with 50g increment until the joint reached its limit
(π/2). The measurement was repeated for three times.
The measured results were plotted in Fig. 7(b), together
with the simulated results calculated by the modeling presented in Section II. It can be seen from Fig. 7(b) that the
measured results well matched the modeling. The CORE
joint has a good repeatability, as the standard deviation
between the three sets of the measured results is lower than
1.8◦ .
B. Grasp and Manipulation Experiments

Fig. 7. Characterization of the CORE joint: (b) experimental setup, (c)
simulated and measured results of the joint kinematics

IV. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATIONS
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
CORE joints and the MERO hand, three sets of experiments
were conducted. A video is included to show the experimentation of the compliant joint and the MERO hand.
A. Characterization of the CORE Joint
A CORE joint was designed using the structure parameters
listed in Table II.

1) Grasp: To evaluate its grasping capability, the hand
was commanded to grasp various objects. The hand could
perform grasp patterns including power grasp, pinch and
lateral grasp, as shown in Fig. 8(a), (b) and (c), respectively.
The motor was always powered on at 6.0V till the grasp is
completed and the motor is stalled. A clutch might be needed
in a future design to avoid overheating the motor as well as
reduce power consumption.
The fingers adapted to different shapes of the objects, due
to the underactuated finger design and the elastic tendon
transmission.
Take the power grasps shown in Fig. 8(a) as examples,
once the proximal phalanges were stopped by the object,
continuing to pull the tendons closes the pip and then the
dip joints, thus conforming finger configuration is formed.
The contribution of the elastic tendon transmission is
mostly notable in the left-most photo of Fig 8(b), as the hand
is pinching a foam plate, which was intentionally cut to the
irregular shape. As the index and the middle finger were
stopped by the plate, the ring and the little finger continued
to flex until the adaptive grasp formed.
The grasping force of the hand was also quantified, as
shown in the right-most photo of Fig. 8(a). A 3D-printed
cylinder of 60 mm diameter, with a force sensor (ATI Nano
17) installed inside, was held by the hand using power
grasp. The hand motor was powered at 6.0V to stall the
motor. The quantification was repeated for three times. The
average grasp force is 3.6N. It is worth noting that, the sparse
arrangement of the components inside in the palm leaves us
a possibility to boost up the grasp force by adopting more
powerful motor.
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C. Test of Robustness
To verify the mechanical robustness of the MERO hand,
three sets of experiments were conducted. These tests are
designed to mimic the situation that the hand is bumped to
surroundings by accident, when it is used as a prosthetic
hand.

Fig. 8. Grasping experiments: (a) power grasps, (b) pinches and (c) lateral
grasps experiments

2) Manipulation: In-hand manipulation capability was
also tested. The MERO hand was commanded to perform inhand manipulation as shown in Fig. 9. The φ 50mm plastic
cup was pinched, using the fingertips of the thumb, the
middle and the index finger. Then the Motor-2 drove the
rotation joint of the thumb from 85◦ to 110◦ . The cup was
rotated 16.8◦ (from the left to the right photo).
During this manipulation, only the Motor-2 was driven.
The Motor-1 was switched off and the hand maintained
contact with the object due to the elastic strings. Usually
finger joints of a fully-actuated hand need to be coordinately
controlled to maintain constant contact with an object, during
in-hand manipulation. However, the compliant transmission
of the MERO hand alleviated the demand of complicated
control.

Fig. 10. Fig. 8. Tests of robustness: (a) the fingers under disarticulation,
(b) the hand during impacts with a hammer and (c) a table

First, the fingers were intentionally disarticulated, including backward bend, sideway bend, twist and dislocation, as
shown in Fig. 10(a). The phalanges restored their correct
positions, after the removal of external force. The tests
caused no damage to the joints or the elastic strings.
Then the capability to withstand violent impacts was
tested. The hand was rigidly mounted to a table and then
hit by a hammer, as shown in Fig. 10(b). After that, the
hand was bumped on a table by its fingers, as shown in Fig.
10(c). The fingers also restored their correct configurations
without any damage, after swinging back and forth for few
times.
As demonstrated by above tests, the fingers of the MERO
hand could withstand various deformation, due to the compliant joint design. This feature would be valuable when the
hand is used in interaction with unstructured environment,
for example being used as a prosthetic hand.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Fig. 9. The MERO hand rotating a cup by its fingertips (from left to right)

To improve the mechanical robustness of prosthetic hand,
this paper presents the design, construction and experimentation of an anthropomorphic hand using novel compliant
joint. The proposed CORE joint has a simple structure made
by uncomplicated process, exhibits multi-axial compliance.
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The MERO hand could perform various grasps and also inhand manipulation. The hand exhibited notable robustness
in experiments, suggesting it could be a viable solution for
robust anthropomorphic prosthetic hand.
Future efforts will first be directed to increase the grasp
force for practical prosthetic application. Structural parameters of finger design based on the CORE joint will also
be deeply investigated and optimized, toward better grasp
performance and also larger manipulation workspace.
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